We propose a disentangled feature for weakly supervised multiclass sound event detection (SED), which helps ameliorate the performance and the training efficiency of class-wise attention based detection system by the introduction of more class-wise prior information as well as the network redundancy weight reduction. In this paper, we approach SED as a multiple instance learning (MIL) problem and utilize a neural network framework with class-wise attention pooling (cATP) module to solve it. Aiming at making finer detection even if there is only a small number of clips with less co-occurrence of the categories available in the training set, we optimize the high-level feature space of cATP-MIL by disentangling it based on class-wise identifiable information in the training set and obtain multiple different subspaces. Experiments show that our approach achieves competitive performance on Task4 of the DCASE2018 challenge.
Introduction
Sound event detection (SED) is to recognize the presence of sound events in the segment of audio and detect their onset as well as offset. Due to the high cost of manually labeling data, it becomes crucial to introduce weakly supervised learning to this task. At the same time, weakly supervised learning with large scale unbalanced data is still challenging.
Weakly supervised learning is often approached as a MIL problem [1] [2] . Due to the excellent performance of neural networks in various fields, the combination of the MIL framework and neural networks has become the focus of weakly supervised learning [3] [4] [5] . It is especially common in medical imaging [6] [7] and semantic segmentation [8] [9] . Tseng et al. [10] proposed a small-footprint MIL framework for multi-class audio event detection (AED), which treats segments in an audio clip as a bag of instances and utilizes global max pooling (GMP) to integrate them. In addition to GMP, global average pooling (GAP) [11] [12] , noisy-or pooling [13] and attention pooling [14] [15] are also in common use.
The procedure of the MIL approach with neural networks for SED embraces three stages:
1. Encode audio features to a high-level representation (or the frame-level probabilities) by means of neural networks.
2. Aggregate all the high-level representations (or the framelevel probabilities) into a contextual representation (cliplevel probability) via a pooling layer.
3. Pass the contextual representation into a classifier to obtain the clip-level prediction (take the clip-level probability as the clip-level prediction directly when utilizing the frame-level probabilities in stage 2).
The approaches are distinguished as instance-level approaches and embedding-level approaches according to whether the high-level representation or the frame-level probabilities are employed before aggregation in the second part above. The instance-level approaches add the pooling layer to the framelevel probabilities to obtain the clip-level probability directly [16] [13] . The embedding-level approaches add the pooling layer to the high-level representation generated by neural networks to obtain a contextual representation, and the clip-level probability is further acquired [15] . As mentioned in [14] and [17] , the embedding-level approaches are preferable in terms of the clip-level performance, which is demonstrated on Audioset [18] [19] .
In this paper, we approach SED as a multiple instance learning (MIL) problem, and utilize a neural network framework with a class-wise embedding-level attention pooling (cATP) module to solve it. We make the comparison of cATP with other pooling modules, and illustrate its advantage in multi-class SED.
Furthermore, we propose a disentangled feature to help cATP to get finer frame-level prediction. Due to the unbalanced data set and the fact that multiple categories always occur in concert at clip-level, it is difficult for cATP to give a fine frame-level prediction for those event categories that are highly overlapped with other event categories, especially for those with relatively few occurrences. Therefore, by taking into account the category overlap information, we propose a disentangled feature which remodels the high-level feature space of the feature encoder in the cATP-MIL framework and the feature space of a certain category differs from those of the other categories without pre-training. The scales of these disentangled feature subspaces depend on how many available clips containing strong class-wise identifiable information with less interference from other categories. In virtue of the introduction of more class-wise prior information as well as the network redundancy weight reduction, the disentangled feature can be regarded as a regularization method to help improve the performance of cATP-MIL frameworks.
In the rest of this paper, we describe in detail the cATP-MIL framework in Section 2, introduce the disentangled feature in Section 3, demonstrate the effectiveness on the DCASE challenge in Section 4, and draw conclusions in Section 5.
cATP-MIL
For multi-class classification, as shown in Figure 1 , let x = {x1, ..., xT } be the feature sequence of the audio segment gener- ated by feature encoder and y = {y1, ..., yC } (yc ∈ {0, 1}) be the groundtruth. Consider the clip as a bag with several instances (frames). According to MIL, the bag is marked with a positive label when there is at least one instance in the bag.
For general embedding-level attention-based pooling (ATP), x is aggregated into a context representation h by means of giving different weight to xt at each different moment t according how important it contributes to the context, then
We take dot attention with softmax [20] to generate at.
Here, d is a scaling factor to prevent the dot products from growing so large in magnitude that pushing the softmax function into regions where it has extremely small gradients and w T is a trainable vector with the same dimension as xt.
Obviously, ATP only focuses on the frames where there is any event category occurring and ignores where there is a certain category of event occurring, resulting in coarse frame-level prediction. cATP was thus introduced to remedy this deficiency.
For cATP, x is aggregated into C context representations h = {h1, h2, ..., hC }, where C is the number of categories, then,
act varies for different event category c,
Hence, when multiple event categories appear in a clip even if there is no finer information in the clip-level annotations, cATP still tends to learn different frame-level contribution from other clips depending on act, and aggregates them into multiple context representation, thus improves the clip-level prediction. The attention mask act also provides a finer frame-level prediction.
Disentangled feature
As mentioned in Section 2, cATP takes into account the distinction between categories, which facilitates finer frame-level prediction. However, when a certain event always occurs in co-occurrence with other event categories in the training set, the proportion of the clips with strong class-wise identifiable information greatly declines and it is still hard for the model to differentiate it from the others. On account of the similar data distribution between the training set and the test set in most cases, it does not have a large impact at clip-level prediction. Whereas, things are not working out for the frame-level prediction in particular when a small number of clips containing less interference from other event categories are available.
To mitigate this effect, we propose a disentangled feature to re-model multiple feature subspaces by selecting specific bases for the feature space of each event category.
Assuming that 
where K = {k1, k2, ..., kC } (0 < kc d) relates to how large the scale of the clips containing less interference available during training is. The diversity of elements in K leads to the feature space of each category to be remodeled into a disentangled feature space that is different from those of the other categories. The larger the absolute value of the difference between kc of two categories, the more different their feature space will be. The difference of feature spaces results in the diversity of frame-level prediction among different categories without pre-training. In the extreme case with k1 = k2 = ... = kC = d, all of subspaces are equal to χ d so that disentangled feature degenerates to general feature. Meanwhile, we believe that for event category c, the larger the proportion of the clips containing less interference from other event categories is, the more the class-wise identifiable information needs to be learned from the training set, which requires a larger feature space to learn. In contrast, the smaller the scale of the clips is, the smaller the feature space is required to prevent overfitting. For this reason, kc increases as the proportion of these clips of event category c increases.
Considering that too-small kc severely cut into the ability of the model to recognize event category c, we utilize a constant factor m to tackle this effect,
where fc denotes the number of clips containing less interference in the training set after normalization. We quantify the level of interference according to the principle that the more categories a clip covers, the more interference the other categories cause to any one of them. In Section 4.2, we will describe in detail how to determine fc. As m increases to 1, disentangled feature degrades into general feature.
To simplify training, we take an orthogonal basis ß = {e1, e2, ..., e d } where the element of ei in i th dimensional is 1 as ß. Then kc basis vectors are related to kc dimensions of xt. As shown in Figure 2 , we easily get a ladder-shape group of disentangled feature maps from feature encoder for a clip.
Combining disentangled feature xc = {xc1, xc2, ..., xcT } and cATP to generate the contextual representation of event category c, we have
From another perspective, disentangled feature reduces the number of redundant trainable parameters in the pooling module, so that we can treat it as a regularization method for cATP.
Experimental results

Data set
We utilize the dataset from task 4 of the DCASE 2018 Challenge [21] , which is a subset of Audioset [18] by Google. As shown in Figure 5 (a), the dataset is characterized of large scale and unbalanced data distribution. The set contains 1578 weak labeled clips (2244 class occurrences) for which weak annotations have been verified and cross-checked, 14412 unlabeled in domain clips, 39999 unlabeled out-of-domain clips and 1168 clips with strong annotations. The challenge divides strong labeled clips into two subsets: a development set (288 clips) and an evaluation set (880 clips). In our experiments, we utilize the development set in the challenge as validation set and the evaluation set as test set. Moreover, we utilized the weakly labeled data to pre-train a clip classification model with clip-level micro F-measure 68.76% on the evaluation set to tag unlabeled in domain data with weak annotations and wipe off 1001 clips with empty annotations. Consequently, the training set in our experiments embraces 14989 clips with noisy weak annotations.
Model architecture
As shown in Figure 3 , the model architecture employed in our experiments comprises three modules: feature encoder, pooling module, and classifier. The feature encoder consists of 3 convolutional blocks, and each block comprises a convolutional layer, a batch normalization [22] layer, a max pooling layer, and an activation layer. The pooling modules including ATP and cATP are described in detail in Section 2. We utilizes 1 × 1 convolutional layer with sigmoid activation function as the multiple classifier. Different from other pooling modules in the prediction phase, cATP takes the attention mask act (see more in Section 2) as the output probability of the t th frames for event category c.
As for cATP with disentangled feature (cATP-DF), the parameter fc discussed in Section 3 depends on the clips containing less than n event categories. Intuitively, for each event category covered in these clips, the smaller n is, the less interference from other event categories will be. In our experiments, we take n = 2 (cATP-2DF), n = 3 (cATP-3DF), and n = 4 (cATP-4DF). Details about cATP-2DF module are shown in Figure 4 . The rest can be designed in the same manner.
The feature passed into feature encoder employed 64 log mel-bank magnitudes which are extracted from 40 ms frames with 50% overlap. The threshold of the predicted probability to determine whether an event category exists in a clip is 0.5. For frame-level prediction, all the probabilities are smoothed by a median filter with a window size of 27. The operation of smoothing is repeated on the final frame-level prediction. Besides, scaling factor d discussed in Section 2 is set to 160 and constant factor m in Section 3 is set to 0.04 in our experiments.
Training and evaluation
The neural networks are trained using the Adam optimizer [23] with learning rate of 0.0018 and mini-batch of 64 10-second patches. We take binary cross entropy as loss function. Training stops if there is no more improvement in clip-level macro F-measure on the validation set within 10 epochs. The best performing model on the validation set will be retained for prediction before the training stopped. All the experiments are repeated 10 times under the same parameter configuration. We took the average of all the results as the final result. In particular, in order to compare with the performance of the first place in the challenge, we report the best result of cATP-DF among these 10 experiments in addition. Event-based measures [24] with a 200ms collar on onsets and a 200ms / 20% of the events length collar on offsets are calculated over the entire test set. The implementation of our methods is available online at https://github.com/Kikyo-16/disentangled-feature-for-sed.
Results
As shown in Table 1 , we report macro F-score, micro F-score, error rate and clip-level macro F-score of DCASE baseline [12] , DCASE 1 st place [25] , GAP, GMP, ATP, cATP and cATP-DF, among which macro F-score is taken as the primary indicator. In addition to the evaluation set (test set), we also show the performance of the model on the development set (validation set). Experiments show that cATP-DF (cATP-2DF) dominates relative to other methods. The result shows that the 1 st best cATP-DF improves the performance by 1.6 percentage points from the first place in the challenge, while the first place in the challenge adopts mean-teacher [26] as a semi-supervised learning method to optimize the performance of the model and we simply use a simple model to tag unlabeled data to generate noisy weakly-labeled data for training.
The micro F-score performance of ATP surpasses GAP and GMP, which is accompanied by poor F-score performance especially for categories with a small number of clips in training set such as blender, cat and vacuum cleaner, as shown in Figure 5(c) . cATP overcomes this shortcoming and achieved a great improvement in performance. However, as shown in Figure 5(a) , there are relatively few clips containing a single event category (electric shaver toothbrush or frying) in the training set, which leads to the poor F-score performance of cATP. As shown in Figure 5 (c), F-score of the two category increase considerably for cATP-DF. As discussed in Section 3, cACP-DF covers this shortage and achieve best performance.
In addition, the influence of different n on F-score per category is shown in Figure 5 (b). The macro F-score performance of all the cATP-nDF is superior to cATP. And cATP-2DF which defines clips with less interference as clips containing a single event category achieves better performance than the others, for which we take cATP-2DF as cATP-DF.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a disentangled feature as a regularization method to help cATP-MIL learning, which achieves competitive performance on Task 4 of the DCASE 2018 challenge. We explore the characters of different pooling modules in the MIL framework and summarize the dominance of cATP, based on which we present further optimizations utilizing the disentangled feature. Disentangled feature raise the performance of categories which cover only a small number of clips containing less interference by reducing redundant weights in the cATP module.
We strongly believe that the presented approach is worth pushing further, since the overlap and unbalance distribution of weakly multi-label data are common in SED even in other similar tasks. Here, we design the disentangled feature subspaces depending on the proportion of clips containing strong classwise identifiable information. Moreover, other ubiquitous and characters of the training set, which can be utilized to design and optimize disentangled feature subspaces, left to explore.
